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Dear Friends,
I’m sorry for the delay in getting this letter, and thus the first 2010
newsletter to you. We have much catching up to do!
As 2009 closed, we had taken in 64 dogs and adopted 57 dogs, a
good balance and achievement given that adoption rates seem to
have been affected by the economy (not that we look at numbers
as anything but benchmarks). Don’t forget that one adoption per
week not only is the result of “kismet” between people and a dog,
but it represents a lot of work, in that we do a home visit followed
by the actual placement. Our process is orderly and doesn’t rush
adopters before they’re ready, not that we aren’t eager to place our
dogs!
As for 2010, we started off with a robust surge in adoptions after
the holidays, only to grind to a halt as a result of the blizzards.
When we (all) recovered, adoptions rebounded, although now that
we are approaching summer, adoption activity has slowed dramatically. We’ve adopted 21 dogs so far this year and welcomed 25 new
dogs.
Now that we’re in our 7th year, we are increasingly hearing
of the passing of dogs we placed in their middle age. Each one
is remembered and mourned. We also have had several dogs
returned to us, much to our surprise. The most common reason
for “returns” is that couples have had children
and the dog has reacted to a child in an unsatisfactory way, such as growling or nipping. These
are defensive behaviors and are solvable, for the
most part, if one gets professional advice and
invests the time and patience needed to undo
what is often the result of human error.
In 2010, we ask new and existing adopters with any changes in their lives to contact
DAWG for transitional tips, but more importantly to hire a trainer for help. A good trainer
understands a dog’s thinking processes and
will go to the home to assess what’s going right
and wrong in the dog’s environment. Toward
this goal, we have formed an alliance with a

Gavin (top) and Patrick LOVE Frosty Paws!

training network, Your Dog’s Friend, now featured on our website’s home page. Your Dog’s
Friend has a list of trainers as well as ongoing
workshops, classes, behavior tips and recommended reading. Until dogs speak English, we
owe our four-legged friends our best effort to
improve our comprehension of the wonderful,
if sometimes frustrating, differences between
the species!
What’s in this first newsletter of the year? We
will catch up with random adoption pictures
in this (and coming) issues. Enjoy them! And
we also have listed the honorary and memorial
donations from mid-2009 into 2010. Thanks to
so many donors who realize that celebrating a
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person or animal this way is a special tribute and a gift
of life to a new DAWG dog.
We hope you enjoy a safe summer. Please help dogs
to do the same by watching out for dogs in hot cars or
languishing in yards without water or shelter. If you
see a dog in jeopardy, act quickly by calling the police
and animal control in your jurisdiction. Do not walk
away and think the owner will be back shortly or the

The Great Tongue Debate
There is a myth that chows are the only breeds with
black tongues, and that if the tongue has black spots
it must have chow heritage. This is not true.Everyone
who works with dogs knows the standard comment—
if the dog has a black tongue, then it is a chow. We
also hear the comment that if it has pink spots, then it
is a mix. If only it were this simple! Black spots on the
tongue in no way indicate whether the dog is a chow
or a chow mix unless that tongue is attached to a dog
that looks like a chow. There are many, many breeds
that can have black pigment on the tongue. Some can
have large spots of black pigment, and sometimes they
may have almost solid black pigmentation on their
tongues. So, if a black pigmented tongue is attached
to a dog that does not look like a chow, then it is
probably not a chow. Also true is that not all purebred
chows will have solid pigment on their tongues.
Even the best of show breedings can produce chows
with incomplete pigment, so we certainly should
not discount a rescued chow with a spot or two of
pink. The following is a list of breeds known to have
purebred individuals appear with black pigmentation
on their tongues:

dog is “probably fine.” Our responsibilities extend to
any defenseless creature who needs our help.
Sincerely,
Joan Marshall
President

Shar-Pei, Labrador Retriever, Golden Retriever, Cocker
Spaniel, Siberian Husky, Rottweiler, Rhodesian Ridgeback, Newfoundland, Collie, German Shepherd, Akita,
Belgian Sheepdog, Tervuren, Malinois, Fila Brasileiro,
Cairn Terrier, Great Pyrenees, Keeshond, Airedale, Doberman Pinscher, Bouvier de Flandres, Australian Shepherd, Australian Cattle Dog, Pug, Shiba Inu, Dalmatian,
Flat-coated Retriever, Gordon Setters.
The link below shows pictures of dogs
with black tongues
http://www.columbusdogconnection.com/Black
TongueDebate.htm

Car Safety. . . the NOSE knows!
Why do people let their dogs hang out car windows? We know people think that’s a fun thing for a
dog. Maybe it is. . . but it’s not safe. In truth, a dog can jump through even a partially open window. We suggest that dog owners allow only enough space for a NOSE, not a FACE, to poke out
the window, as the same flying debris that mars or breaks a windshield can blind or injure a dog.
And don’t forget that hot cars quickly cause heat stroke leading to death. Partially open windows do not minimize the heat, while posing other dangers, such as a dog escaping or being tormented or stolen. Don’t think leaving the car with the A/C running is a solution either, because
most cars have an off-switch that activates when the car is in idle.

Leave your dog at home if you have errands!
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DAWG Adoption Picture Gallery

Enjoy seeing our former dogs with their proud new adopters!

Daytona, now Penny

Franklin

Henry

Howie

Jackson (left)

Jefferson
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Jenna

Chance and Linus

Prince (right, with back to us)

Sam Adams

Zena

Sunkist
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Training and Behavior Myths
Courtesy of Your Dog’s Friend (www.yourdogsfriend/info)
Myth: Playing Tug with Your Dog Will Make
Him Aggressive
Most dogs treat tug as a cooperative game—it’s no fun
unless both parties have hold of the toy. And you can
use tug: 1) to teach your dog to be super careful with
his teeth (game ends if teeth touch clothes or skin! Too
bad!), 2) to let go of something on cue, 3) to wait till
you give permission to grab the toy again, and 4) to
respond to your cues even when excited, excited, excited.
However, playing tug without set rules can crank up an
excitable dog till he’s out of control. And it’s unwise to
play tug with a dog who has certain behavioral problems
—for example, possessiveness over toys. Tug of War in
and of itself, however, does not condition your dog to be
aggressive.
Myth: A Wagging Tail Means a Happy Dog
Just too simple to be true. Not only does your dog use
tail movement to signal a variety of moods from jolliness
to stress and tension, but also she uses more than one
body part at the same time to communicate her emotions and intentions. To understand what your dog is
communicating, you need to look not only at the tail but
also at ear position, head position, eyes, and overall body
posture. For example, a wagging tail at half mast together with loose body language—often the butt wags with
the tail—is friendly and relaxed, but a stiffly wagging
tail held erect and coupled with slow deliberate body
language indicates a high degree of tension and is NOT
an invitation to come closer or interact with the dog.
Myth: Use Alpha Rolls to Help Train Your Dog
The alpha roll—throwing your dog on her back and pinning her down—is quite the rage in some dog training
circles. The idea behind the alpha roll, much like the notion behind the scruff shake explained below, is that you
are mimicking behavior used by wild dogs or wolves to
assert dominance and therefore control over your dog.
Wolves sometimes willingly roll over on their backs to
defuse conflict—“Hey, I mean no harm”—or to indicate
that another wolf is the boss in a particular situation.
If you’ve ever seen a relaxed dog roll to expose his belly
and groin when his person approaches, that’s probably a
rough equivalent. No force is involved.
The context for one dog actually forcing another to

the ground and pinning it there—not just standing over
a dog who has voluntarily rolled over to end a dispute—
is likely to be life-threatening conflict. The American
Veterinary Society of Animal Behavior strongly advises
that people avoid using force on their dogs. To quote
from AVSAB’s position statement, pets “may react with
aggression, not because they are trying to be dominant
but because the human threatening them makes them
afraid.”
Fans of the alpha roll usually seem to use it in response to aggressive behavior. We can’t say this loudly
enough: Confrontational responses are counterproductive and dangerous in such situations. Your dog may
cave —or your dog may react to force by fighting back.
This is not the route to a happy ending.
If your dog’s behavior worries or frightens you, don’t
try to fix it by yourself any more than you would rewire
your own house. Get help from a well-educated behavior
consultant or from a board-certified veterinary behaviorist.
Myth: Dogs Are Pack Animals and Need
a Pack Leader
Dogs are social, yes— they communicate with one
another and with us and they form social bonds. Sometimes dogs will form a temporary bond, for instance to
run down a rabbit. And obviously most dogs adapt well
to living in households with people and other animals.
But scientists have observed free-living dogs—city strays
and village dogs, for instance—for decades, and those
dogs just don’t form permanent, stable packs. You’ll see
a mother dog with pups, or a bunch of males following around a female in heat, but you won’t see the dog
equivalent of a wolf pack, with a long-term parent pair,
an adolescent or two, and the current crop of pups.
We can and must help our dogs by providing a stable
structure for their lives in the human world. For example, they need early socialization and a well-learned
repertoire of mannerly behaviors, such as sitting to
greet people and not charging out the door every time
it opens. We can call our role “pack leader” if we want
to, but it’s unlikely that that notion has much to do with
what’s going on in the dog’s head. And worrying about
our rank can even get in our way, if it primes us to see
every problem that comes up as a potential conflict. As
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the great animal trainer Bob Bailey has said, “It’s just
behavior.”
Myth: A Scruff Shake Mimics a Mother
Dog’s Reprimand to a Puppy
If a scruff shake mimics anything, it’s the shake-by-theneck portion of a hunt and kill. I wouldn’t be surprised
if it scared the living daylights out of a dog to be shaken
like this, at least the first time it happens.
Mother dogs don’t shake their puppies by the neck—
period, end of story. You might see an adult dog’s especially stern reprimand to a puppy end with the puppy on
the ground exposing its neck while the adult stands over
it and growls.
Whether it makes sense for an animal that looks and
moves and speaks like us to try to imitate the behavior
of an animal that looks and moves and communicates
like a dog is a question well worth asking. Remind yourself that dogs are much faster and, pound for pound,
much stronger than people. Have a good look at your
dog’s teeth, and ask even harder whether you seriously
want to be imitating behaviors that arise out of danger
or conflict. I could never work up much enthusiasm for
this, myself, even though I lift weights.
What to do instead? Get a good guide to dog body
language and study it to better understand what your
dog is trying to convey. It’s hugely useful to know the
subtle signals of tension and happiness, wariness and
weariness. And for fun, sometimes laugh at your dog or
squint at him or get down on the floor with your butt in

From the web: A New Method
for Diagnosing Cancer
Diagnosing cancer through a simple blood test
may now be a possibility thanks to a blood test
made available by BioCurex, a company that
specializes in developing cancer diagnostic
products. The blood test, called OncoPet RECAF, works by evaluating a sample of your dog’s
blood for the presence of RECAF, a universal
marker (or substance) for malignant cell growth.
OncoPet RECAF has the potential to help your
vet make cancer diagnosis a less invasive and
stressful event for your dog. BioCurex has also
announced that it plans to extend this cancer
diagnostic blood test service to other companion
animals, such as cats, by the end of 2010.
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the air and your head down and see what happens. Yes,
okay, some of those cross-species communications get
through! Just don’t depend on them as training tools or
use them as reprimands.

R

From the web: Canine 911
In the event of an emergency situation, contact your regular or emergency vet FIRST.
Also think about going to a canine first aid
class to be better prepared if an emergency
does occur. Red Cross Pet First Aid Classes
are offered locally through Your Dog’s Friend
(www.yourdogsfriend/info).
Artificial Respiration
If your dog has gone into respiratory arrest, begin artificial respiration immediately.
Lay your dog on his side on a flat surface.
Be sure your dog has stopped breathing: watch for the
rise and fall of the chest, feel for breath on your hand, look
at the gums—they will turn blue from lack of oxygen.
Check the airway— it must be clear. Extend the head
and neck. Open the mouth and look for a foreign object. If
an object is blocking the airway, grab the tongue and pull
it outward. If this does not dislodge the object, use your
fingers, pliers, or tongs to grasp it. If the object cannot be
reached or pulled out, use the Heimlich maneuver. Do not
mistake the small bones in the throat for a foreign object.
Once the airway is clear, begin rescue breathing.
With your dog on his side, lift the chin to straighten
out his throat.
Use one hand to grasp the muzzle and hold the
mouth shut.
Put your mouth completely over the nose and blow
gently; the chest should expand. Blow just enough to
move his chest (blow harder for large dogs, gently for
cats and small dogs).
Wait for the air to leave the lungs before breathing
again.
Continue this, giving 20 breaths per minute (one
breath every three seconds), until your dog breathes on
his own or as long as the heart beats.
Continue to monitor the heartbeat.
CPR
If your dog’s heart has stopped beating, CPR must begin
immediately. It is best to have two people performing CPR

—one continuing artificial respiration while the other
does chest compressions. Follow the instructions for artificial respiration, alternating with chest compressions. For
two people performing CPR, alternate one breath with
three compressions. For one person performing CPR,
alternate one breath with five compressions.
For Small Dogs (under 30 pounds)
Lay your dog on her side on a flat surface.
Place the palm of your hand on the rib cage over
the heart. Place your other hand on top of the first.
(For puppies and kittens, put your thumb on one side
of the chest and the rest of your fingers on the other
side.)
Compress the chest about one inch. Squeeze and release rhythmically at a rate of 80 to 100 compressions
per minute.

For Medium & Large Dogs
(over 30 pounds)
Lay your dog on her side on a flat surface.
Place one hand on top of the other over the widest
portion of the rib cage, not over the heart.
Keeping your arms straight, push down on the rib cage.
Compress the chest ¼ of its width. Squeeze and release
rhythmically at a rate of 80 compressions per minute.
Continue CPR until your dog breathes on his own and
has a steady heartbeat.

No animal should ever jump up on the
dining-room furniture unless absolutely
certain that he can hold his own in the
conversation. —Fran Lebowitz

Please support us TODAY, so we can help dogs when
they need us!
Most of our readers know that DAWG takes in as many dogs as we can handle at adoption shows and as our
budget allows. Luckily we have an incredible team of volunteers who take our new shelter dogs, sick with contagious respiratory illnesses, directly to our animal hospital, where they get well and then are spayed/neutered
and given whatever else they may need. That’s the short story, with the expenses incurred during each dog’s stay
easily totaling $1,000 or more until adopted. If we operated as a volume adoption organization, we’d get dogs
“out the door” with minimal vetting/expense and involvement. Instead, we acknowledge each dog as special, to
be fully cared for, discovered, trained a bit, and then introduced into his or her new home, where we work with
the adopters until we believe the adoption is on sound footing.
If our philosophy matches yours, please consider a mid-year gift to help us continue doing everything possible
to help imperiled shelter dogs!

o $25

o $50

o Other: $ ________

o Annual pledge of $________ payable (select one) monthly or quarterly
o Credit donation of $________ (go to www.networkforgood.org and select Best Dawg Rescue/DAWG).
o Gift of a security (please contact us at dawg@dawg-rescue.org to provide additional information)
o Other: Please explain: _ ___________________________________________________________________
(please print)

o In (Circle one) memory or honor of:_ ________________________________________________________
Notification to:____________________________________________________________________________
Address:_________________________________________________________________________________
Your name:_______________________________________________________________________________
Address:_________________________________________________________________________________
Telephone: _ ______________________________________________________________________________
Interested in helping in other ways? Designate Best Dawg Rescue to receive donations
in your name at iGive.com, giveline.com, and goodsearch.com. If interested in volunteering, please contact us at dawg@dawg-rescue.org.
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Honorary and Memorial Donations
Mid 2009 – 2010
We thank you for honoring and remembering friends,
family and pets through Best Dawg Rescue. We have
intermingled individual and pet listings, as we think
neither would mind or would even prefer how we have
put them all together..
MEMORIAL GIFTS
Yogi, by Ilene M. Pollack
Yogi, by Kenneth Lightner
James Brown, by Roger and Judy McClain
Chuck, Darcy and Tillie, by Nancy Gay
Harrison (who died in heartworm treatment), by M.I.
and F.L. Tievy, Melissa Riddle, and Felicia Bergstrom
Meryl, by Ilene Pollack
Lark, by Warren Richardson
Henry, by Lynne Keffer
Mary Royall, by Mary Lynn Ritzenthaler
Hannah Lubick, by Kathy Ludwig
Bailey, and honor of Mickey, by Eileen Cimbolic
Jeannine Mollet Iwanicki, by Glen and Lydia Levis
Sadie Eichner, by Erica Carroll
Ms. Pepper and Sir Galahad, by Eva Weems
Heather, Cory, Dutch and Amber, by Michael
and Maura Clover
Buddy, by Luanne Seipp
Lola, by Anna Bryan
Doc, Teazee and Lib, by Nancy Burton
Gus, by Steven and Mary Jane Frahm
Buddy, by Bruce Quary
Sharon Banfield, by Mark and Kathy Banfield
Snuggles, Peanut and Sandy, by Keith and
Joyce Kroneberger
Teddi and Timber, by Gloria Pound
Mary K. Seale, from Gary Seale (We miss you too, Mary)
Billy, by Robert and Dorothee Reiderer
Marigold, Fennel and Birch, by Diane Calabrese
Kashi, by Annette M. Erbrecht
Sampson and Delilah, by Herb and Linda Helman
Maggie and Pistol B, by Barbara Berschler
Angel, our Doberman, by Jennifer Bowen
Misty, by Brian and Donna Almquist
Mercedes, by Teresa Buescher
Nocchi and Rugby, by Danna Bell-Russel
Nu-nee and Dakotah, by Eddie and Christine Suiter
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Nittany, our first rescued dog who was so loved by us,
by Benjamin and Karen Welsh
Stoney Boy and Buster, by Linda Buel
Sasha, by Brian, Diane and Ashley Waak
Our beloved golden, Buddy, by Mark and Dorene Quarry
Taja Pergosky, by Roger and Judy McClain
Jasper, the most beautiful dog inside and out,
by Diana Watson
Dutch and Amber Clover, by Roger and Judy McClain
Tinker Bell, Trixie, Ariel and Buddy, by Joe and
Elfriede Pace
Debbie Breuer, by Liz Dietz (We miss you too, Debbie)
Katie, by Anne Marie Kohlhepp
Cooper and Henry, by Donald and Barbara Brehm
Roxy, simply the best dog in the world, by Jane Lawton
Ninja, by Anne Stepan
Eleanor Dillon, by David Weaver
HONORARY GIFTS
Lilly, by Ilene M. Pollack
Tonka, by Mike Uster and Lisa Adams
Lola and Miley (formerly Beanie and Bubbles),
by Mary and Barbara Rust
Simba and Sammie, by Susan Behm
Patricia Bernstein, by Diane Eckles
Ruby, by Anthony and Karen Dellavecchio
Dr. Kim Beck, by Joanne and Bryan Goldman
Cyrus, by Teresa Buescher
Katie’s 5th adoption anniversary, by Bob and Barb Awtrey
Sugar, by Jennifer Karmonick
Nina Wolfe, in honor of her birthday, by Judy Toth
Sable, by Amy Pergosky
Mona Lisa, by Quentin Lide and Suzanne Romero
Bella, by Bob and Celeste Hart
Judy McClain, by Marilyn Ridley
Travis, Brenda and George, by Fernando Marra-Lopez
and Pam Bilik
DAWG dogs, from Oreo Filbert
David Schmucker, by Michael Bush
Rosie, by N. Craig and Suzanne M. Cutter
Jack, by Suzanne Mattingly
Boagie and Sundance, by Angela and Brian McClusky
DeeDee and Carmen Jessup, by James and Amy Ricciuti
Bernie, by John and Cynthia Sargeant

Pups of Best Dawg Rescue, and Countryside Vet Clinic:
Ann/Gary Faulkner, Jackie Kikinos, Lucretia and
Bill Pizzano, by Bob and Barb Awtrey
Joan Marshall, for saving our Mandy, by Bruce
and Toni Immerman
Marcia Brier, by Rick Paden
Jake, by Emmet and Helen Lauer
Nuttie Nuts, by Donna Deane
Baby, Stuart and Pippin, by Jim and Toni Honeywell
Liesel, by Bonnie Klem
Aunt Joan and Moira, with love, Dusty, from Michael
Hall and Patricia Krenzke
Ziggy and Libby, by Charles and Sharon Lott
Henry and Joan Marshall, who was his foster mom,
by Iris Rainone
Nancy Gay, by David and Mary Magnus, Dave Hill,
and JL and CP Hill
Hallie, formerly Polly, by Robert and Andrea Karp
All the PG shelter dogs you save, by Amy Pergosky
My thanks for the great job you do, by BF and JG Hurley
Skylar and her forever brothers—keep up the good
work!, by Howard and Serena Weisman
Camrie, by Curtis and Debra Wise
Jackson, by Tom and Melissa Sealock
Our daughter Stephanie, by Glen and Lydia Levis
Luna and Steve, by Julia Marshall
Rosie: “We love you!”, by Kathy Weber
The tireless and committed volunteers of Best Dawg
Rescue, by Lou and Virginia Pilato

Duke and BJ, by Doug and Michele Krebs
Marley, the best dog ever!, by Kim Striker
Mark and Becky Keeler, Geoff & Ellen Mayer,
by Dianne Thompson
Freddie, by John Henry King
Thanks for the great work you do!, by Linda Silvers
Stanley Collyer, by Michael Collyer
On behalf of lucky Maxwell and all his canine friends
Best Dawg helps, by Kelly Traw
This is on behalf of a dog you helped rescue, Rosie the
Beagle. Thank you from me and for Rosie!,
by Paula Rodriquez
Maura and Mike, the best dog parents, and in memory
of beloved Dutch and Amber, by Charlee Hardy
Sue Cutter, by Stephanie Triantos
Shady, Breezy and their wonderful people,
by Karen Eskew
Special mention to:
Kristine Deninno & Jeremiah Tittle who donated their
wedding favor budget to DAWG. Continued happiness
to you both!
Nancy Gay who celebrated her birthday and Christmas
by asking for donations to DAWG in lieu of gifts. Arf!
Sarah Rodeffer, our “Groundhog Girl,” who asked
friends and family to donate to DAWG in lieu of
birthday gifts!

Don’t look at the color of my fur or the sex that I may be,
Look deep into my soul to see the real me.
Don’t look at my age and think that I am too young or
too old,
I will still need a warm comfy bed when I come in from
the cold.
Try to look past how long I’ve been waiting here,
Look past my shyness and help me get over my fear.
I just need a chance to find the love of a family,
That will look past my scars or gray and just hug me.
I just know that my forever family are on their way,
That because of them I will have my own Gotcha Day.
So hurry up family please don’t make me wait,
To be your family pet is what I want, it is my fate.
—Anonymous
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Breaking News. . .

the 2011 Photo Calendar
Contest is Underway!!
w w w . daw g - r e s c u e . o r g

2011
B e s t D AW G R e s c u e

Send hi-res photos
by July 31, 2010 to:
dawg.photos@
gmail.com
Please include your
dog’s name and your
last name!

Our grateful thanks to. . . Beltsville PETCO and Rockville PetSmart
for sponsoring our weekly adoption shows; and College Park Animal Hospital
and Countryside Kennels, for extraordinary care and services at reduced rates that
help DAWG dogs get well and live well until adopted. We also thank the Outer Office in Fulton, MD for printing our newsletter.
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Check out our adoptable dogs and DAWG Tales in color at www.dawg-rescue.org
Donations through the year allow DAWG to save shelter dogs from euthanasia!

